
ExtraordinAir™ Threading
With just a gust of air, ExtraordinAir takes 
thread through all the loopers instantly. 
Threading has never been this fast, easy or 
extraordinary.

Automatic Thread Delivery (ATD)
A balanced stitch is vital, especially for projects 
with multiple fabrics. ATD controls the tension 
of threads, even on the sheerest fabrics — no 
manual adjustment necessary. 

2 to 8 Thread Serging
Open up a world of new options with each 
stitch, from the tiniest rolled hem to an 
8-thread Wave Stitch. The Evolution can  
create 87 stitch combinations. 

Chain Stitch Options 
Whether you need a single, twin or triple cover 
hem, the Evolution makes chain stitching and 
cover hemming a breeze. 

Two Machines in One 
Want to combine a cover hem and an overlock 
stitch? The ability to produce cover hems and 
overlock stitches simultaneously makes the 
Evolution truly revolutionary.

Full-Featured Differential Feed
Gather with a true 2:1 ratio on any fabric, even 
lightweight knits, and know that you will end 
with durable, consistent stitches every time.

Pure Lighting
Serging has never been so clear. The new Pure 
Lighting uses LED technology to illuminate 
serged stitches in a whole new light. 

Technology Features
•  Instant ExtraordinAir™ Threading
•  Automatic Thread Delivery (ATD) System
•  Full-Featured Differential Feed 
•  Pure Lighting with 3 LED Lights

Convenience Features
• Side thread cutter
• Electronic foot control
•  Snap on, multi-purpose presser foot
•  Built-in accessory storage
•  Built-in ribbon/tape guide
•  Easy full-color threading chart

Advanced Serging Features
•  Exclusive Wave Stitch and Reverse  

Wave Stitch for additional stitch options
• Serging options from 2 to 8 threads
•  Chain/cover stitch functions include single,  

twin and triple cover stitch
•  Overlock stitch functions to seam and  

encase fabric edges
•  Flatlock stitch functions for seaming or  

decorative effects
•  Heavy duty cutting system handles  

thick fabrics with ease
•  Automatic rolled hem stitch functions  

create a professional finish
•  Dial adjustable stitch width: 1.5 – 7.5mm,  

up to 16mm wide on Expressive Stitches
•  Dial adjustable stitch length: 0.75 – 4mm
•  Dial adjustable built-in rolled hem
• Heavy-duty cutting system
• Side thread cutter
• 1,500 Stitches per minute
• Presser foot pressure adjustment

This advanced 8-thread serger brings you the 
latest evolution in threading technology with 
ExtraordinAir threading. With just one push of  
a button, ExtraordinAir takes your thread 
through all three loopers at once, instantly,  
with a gust of air. 

Plus, with the ability to produce a cover hem and 
an overlock stitch simultaneously, the Evolution 
is like having two sergers in one! Additionally, 
you’ll have the luxury of Baby Lock’s exclusive 
patented features that allow you to thread in any 
order, eliminate tensions, and take your creativity 
further than you’ve ever dreamed a serger could 
take it.

EVOLUTION 
The World’s Most Advanced Serger
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